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Dear Parents, 

Please see notes and reminders below: 

Individual Photographs - Sally Hitt will return to school on Tuesday 11th Oct (Primary) and 

Tuesday 18th Oct (Pre-Primary) to take individual school photographs. To save time on 

each day, please would you inform the office if you do not want your child to be 

photographed (i.e. if you will not be purchasing photos.) 

Classroom Etiquette & Collection - As a polite reminder, could I once again request that 

children be collected from school and clubs on time. It causes great disruption to 

individual staff and even 5 minutes makes a difference to the teacher’s PPA (planning, 

preparation and assessment) time. It is also not fair on your child/ren to always be the 

last to be collected. 

Could I also remind you that there is no entry to the classrooms after dismissal. We would 

ask that you respect this ground rule and we will do our part by ensuring that we have 

reminded your child/ren to take everything they need.  We are not deliberately trying to 

be unhelpful but teachers prepare their environments for the next day, as soon as school 

finishes. We are finding that things are not as they have been left which is uneccessary 

and frustrating.  If your child has left something in the classroom (and if they are in year 

1/2 we will have reminded them to take what they need) we would ask that you follow 

through and allow them to experience either the logical or natural consequence that 

follows. FYI – those children doing clubs will be asked to prepare their things for home 

before the start of their club. These will be placed in lockers or on pegs and so there 

should be no need to enter the classroom. 

Brickies Club – The current system of collecting children following this club is not working 

for us due to the time it takes to clear the room and get it ready again for Monday!  I 

would like to keep the tradition of parents being able to join their children for a few 

minutes at the end of the club, as I know how important it is for them to show you their 

designs! However, for this to work I would ask that the following tweaks are made: 

Brickies will continue to end at 4.40pm. This means that any parent wishing to join their 

child for the end of the club must arrive 5 minutes earlier. From now on the end of the 

club will be clearly marked and both children and parents are asked to vacate the room 

shortly after. As previously mentioned, the children’s things for home would already have 

been placed in their lockers and/or on pegs. Thank you in advance for your co-operation 

in this.   
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New Parent Questionnaires - A reminder to all new parents ….could you please return 

your completed forms. These surveys are important to us and we would like your 

support.  

Harvest Festival - Celebrations at both departments on the 7th October. Please see the 

attached letter for more information.  

Building Plans & Relocation - On the 15th November Parent & Toddler and Pre-Primary 

Parents are invited to the Primary Department to meet with me and a few of the children 

for coffee, cake and a tour of our wonderful grounds. It will also provide an opportunity 

to have a look at the floor plans of our new building which will be displayed in the atrium 

after half term.   

Children in Need 2016 - The school will be joining in with this National Charity Event.  This 

year it takes place on the 18th November and we will share the details of how 

Meadowbrook children can contribute to the event nearer the time. 

Swimming - Every now and then Swimming on the curriculum raises its head! As a school, 

of course we want to provide the broadest possible curriculum and we believe that 

learning to swim is important. In practice however, taking the children swimming one a 

week (which has turned into a termly schedule as you know) is still considered to have a 

negative impact on the primary teaching week by the teachers themselves. For a half-an-

hour swimming lesson, nearly half a teaching day is lost and there is so much more, the 

teachers would prefer to be doing with your children.  We also have a fairly steady flow of 

issues raised by parents regarding the quality of swim coaches themselves and having 

tried various swimming pools & their staff over the years, I can tell you that this has been 

the case wherever we have gone. Options as we see them are:  

1. Continue as we are. 

2. Offer swimming weekly throughout the year (not on a termly rota) to Year 1 & 2. 

Reception would also go weekly throughout the year but would start in the spring term 

(allowing time to settle). This will mean far greater continuity and therefore progress, for 

the younger classes. We would no longer offer swimming for Key Stage 2 (Years 3-6) who 

in our view would be better served engaged in class or enjoying a curriculum related 

outing or workshop. We are assuming that by the end of Year 2, children would be able to 

swim and acknowledge that many children will continue lessons out of school. Please 

could you email us by return stating your preference as either 1 or 2. 
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Calendar Updates - Click  HERE for the latest calendar. Please note updates are in Red. 

Permission Slips – With the exception of overseas or overnight trips, we have amended 
our Terms and Conditions to ensure that blanket permission is given by parents for all 
outings. This saves time and administration. As previously mentioned in various other 
communications over time, these T & C’s change every now and then and an updated 
copy is always posted on the noticeboard. For the purposes of clarity however, I have 
attached the latest version of T & C’s and ask that you refer to section 5.13. 

As with all changes to T’s and C’s as each version supersedes the previous one, we will no 
longer be sending out permission slips for school trips unless they fall under one of the 
categories highlighted in section 5.13.  
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